
“ I Want This Cake Because  
It’s From Luxury Hotel ”

We need to raise the awareness of the most important value of SmileAsia 
‘they help the cleft families from the beginning to the end’ 

 Who will be impressed by the value of SmileAsia



one who suffer most wasn’t cleft kids but… 

CLEFT MOM
Feeding milk drop by drop!

Afraid of their child been bully! 

Demonstrate the right pronunciation!word by word



Only mother, can actually feel such kind of pain.

Insight

mother’s empathy: 
‘I take care of a my child so hard  

I can imagine how hard these cleft mother are’



So, we will let normal mom see a story behind the Cleft family…  



Kiss could be complete, because of the story between mother and child.



Before 4 weeks of Mother's Day , 
we got the Smile Asia successfully cured 
children to say “ how you raise me until 
recovered “ to their mom.

The randomly message will fill up this lip!

Let normal mom see the story 
complete every kiss

“Would you make more kiss story ?” 
link to kissstory.sg 

and every mom can pre-order the cake for help cleft mom

http://kissstory.sg


Get a cake and get thanks from SmileAsia

Thank you for your support of  
SmileAsia, so there is more and 

more kiss story is happening 



If you also have a cleft lip,  
you can send your kiss story too!  
 

meanwhile, not only those children who was successfully 
cure by Smile Asia, we hope that other cured children 
can participate in the campaign.

Let more normal mom touch by these stories,  and 
started to support Smile Asia!



LIVE kiss story on FB Fanpage!  
 

kids can call their mom to wait 
and see these thankful stories. 



In next year , we not only sold out of the cakes
we could actually create more and more kiss story! 


